
Frictitious Hangboard Doorway 
Mount Manual

Go watch our YouTube demo video here for a quick overview: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ggJgStwunR4&t=6s 1

Standard: 28 inches
Large: 32 inches

10.5 inches

Standard: 36 inches
WIDE: 40 inches

● All this space is available for you to 
build the training platform of your 
dreams

● Accommodates the majority of 
hangboards on the market

● Email us when you order and we’ll 
pre-install any of our hangboards to 
the front mounting board so when it 
arrives you’ll have a little assembly to 
do and can be training instantly!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ggJgStwunR4&t=6s
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● How do I choose which mount I need? 
○ Measure your doorway per the instructions on the following pages of this manual, this will help you 

determine whether you need the standard mount, or the wide mount and which hook size you need. 
○ The standard doorway mount with standard hooks will fit the vast majority of doorways.

● Are both hook sizes compatible with both mount sizes? 
○ Yes, you can get either hook size with either mount size, which ones you need depending on your doorway

● Why 2 mount sizes and 2 hook sizes? 
○ There’s a ton of variability in doorways
○ The wide mounts will fit wider doors that the standard mount is not wide enough for
○ The “tall hooks” will fit doorways with very tall trim at the top 
○ (see following measurement pages) 

● How long does assembly take?
■ Approximately 5-10 minutes and putting it up and taking it down after that takes seconds 

● I have a weird doorway, and am not sure if it will work
■ Please email us, include some photos and measurements if you can, we can help you determine 

fitment, or we can always make custom hooks for a small extra charge

FAQ’s:  

(info@frictitiousclimbing.com) 



Overview: 
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Pages 4 - 5 Mount & Hook Sizes Summary

Pages 6 - 8 Doorway Measurements for Fitments

Pages 10 - 20 Doorway Mount Assembly

Pages 21 - 22 Installing your hangboard 

Pages 24 - 27 Putting up / taking down the mount

Page 28 Important safety information, weight 
limits, etc 
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Doorway Mount size options:

10.25”

28”

36”

10.25”

32”

40”

Standard Mount

Large Mount (for wider doorways 
and/or larger hangboards)



Doorway Mount Width Options:

36”

40”

Standard mount

(fits majority of doorways)

WIDE mount

(fits wider doorways)

Standard 
Hook

TALL 
Hook

(fits majority of 
doorway trims)

(fits doorways 
with taller 

trims) 

See the user manual linked in 
the description below for 
measuring your doorway to pick 
the correct combination of mount 
width and hook size. 

Hook size Options:
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Hook size options:

Standard Hooks
“Tall” Hooks

* The “Tall” Hook is the exact same as 
the Standard hook, but is simply taller, so 
it can reach up higher for “taller” trim at 
the top of your doorway. *



Doorway Measurement 1: doorway opening width

Doorway inside width
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Standard Mount WIDE mount

MAX 33” 37”

MIN 24” 24”

* Choose the standard mount if your doorway has a 33” or less opening *



Doorway Measurement 2: top trim height

Standard hooks: TALL hooks:

Top trim height: Max = 4.5” Max = 6.5”

* Choose the standard hooks if your trim is 4.5” tall or less. *
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Doorway Measurement 3: doorway wall + trim thickness

Door trim

All hooks and mount sizes: 

Max = 8.75”
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NOTE: the front mounting 
board sits flush against the 
trim, if your trim has some 
feature(s) poking out of it, send 
us an email w/ some photos so 
we can help you determine if 
the doorway mount will fit. 



End of Doorway Measurements

● Email us if you have any questions at all!!! info@frictitiousclimbing.com
● We can make custom hooks if you have an odd doorway for a small extra 

charge
● If you have weird trim, email us a photo of it to help determine fitment
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mailto:info@frictitiousclimbing.com


Mount assembly
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Get a general understanding by watching our demo video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ggJgStwunR4&t=6s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ggJgStwunR4&t=6s


Identifying Parts and Hardware: Baltic Birch Plywood parts:

2x rotating hooks

2x brackets

1x front mounting board
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Identifying Parts and Hardware: bracket hardware:

4x bracket screws
(¼-20 thread x 1inch)

4x dowel nuts 
(¼-20 thread)
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2x cotter pins (clevis 
retention pins)2x clevis pins

2x thumb knobs

2x carriage 
bolts

Identifying Parts and Hardware: rotating hooks hardware:
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Mount assembly: step 1:  

1 2

Put the heads of the 
carriage bolts (the 
longest bolts) into the 
slots from the back side 
of the mount, and slide 
them down part way 
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Mount assembly: step 2:  

1 2

Slide the holes of the  
hooks onto the carriage 
bolts, then thread on 
the thumb knobs part 
way
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Mount assembly: step 3:  

Insert the dowel nuts into 
the holes in the brackets, 
make sure the slots of the 
dowel nuts are in 
alignment with the slots in 
the brackets as shown

1
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We’re working on updating this manual.

The bracket you receive will look more like this. 

Follow the same instructions, the correct bracket orientation for 
installing is with the large “ring” hole sticking out under the 
bottom of the mount as shown. 

Top / up

Bottom / down



Mount assembly: step 4:  

Screw the bracket screws 
into the dowel nuts until 
snug (not tight yet)

1 2
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Insert the bracket screws 
through the 4 holes in the 
front of the mounting board



Mount assembly: step 5:  

1

Insert the clevis pins through 
the brackets and hooks, 
then insert the cotter pins 
into the little holes in the 
clevis pins until they click 
into place to secure them.

Choose one of the three bottom holes in the 
brackets to insert the clevis pins through. 
Choose these based on the thickness of 
your doorways wall + trim so the hooks have 
enough distance to hook the top trim in the 
back of the doorway. 

1. Typically the first one as shown is 
used

2. If you have a thicker doorway you 
may need to use a further out hole but 
likely still the bottom row 

3. Using a further out hole also allows 
the hooks to rotate in/close more, if 
they don’t full close onto a thinner 
doorway
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Mount assembly: step 6:  

Rotate the small brackets around until the hooks 
are aligned, making sure they stay perpendicular 
to the edges of the mount (don’t leave them 
twisted or angled) then tighten the screws in the 
front completely. Make sure the “dowel nuts” are 
not sticking out either side of the smaller 
brackets.

Ensure the rotating hook lines 
up centered with the slot in the 
front mounting board:

1 2

3
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Hook



Mount assembly: step 7:  

There are 4 strips of adhesive backed foam. Apply 2 of these, 
vertically, in the locations shown at the top of the mount:1
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Place the larger, HARD RUBBER pads here
in the area where the mount will rest on the trim at the bottom, put the doorway mount up first, 
to locate them where contact is made with the trim

Apply the 2nd set of foam strips to 
the hooks as shown: 

2

3



Installing your Hangboard: 
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The front mounting board is 
roughly 18mm thick. Install your 
hangboard per your hangboard 
manual. 

Optimally, you’ll want to use 
screws that fully penetrate the 
mounting board, but do NOT stick 
out the back side. 

If you can find proper screws, 
avoid screwing into the highlighted 
areas in the top image and you’ll 
be fine. 

1.

2. If you choose to use longer screws 
that stick out the back, you need 
to be more careful, avoid screwing 
into the brackets, or in areas 
where the mount contacts your 
trim to prevent damage.

The highlighted areas should not 
be screwed all the way through as 
damage can occur to your trim or 
the mount. 
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Installing the Frictitious 2.0 Hangboard: 
The 4 red circled holes are for the longer provided screws. 

The 2 blue circled holes are for the shorter provided screws. 

You can download a leveling app on your smartphone, or 
use an actual level. 

Start by locating the board as desired. Ensure you’re not 
screwing into the mount in the red highlighted areas on the 
previous slide in the first image (screw holes, or the slots). 
Check by looking through the all the screw holes once it’s 
positioned. 

The screws are self drilling so you don’t need to predrill 
holes. 

Start the top right screw, until almost all the way in or snug. 
Use lots of pressure to ensure you don’t strip it. 

Then holding the board level, make sure it’s level using your 
phone or actual level, start the top left screw and full scew it 
until fully tight. Go back and finish tightening the top right 
screw. 

Then, finish by screwing in the rest of the screws in their 
correct spots and test the hangboard lightly at first before 
putting your full weight on it. 
 



End of Mount assembly

Email us if you have any questions at all!!! info@frictitiousclimbing.com
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Installing the Mount
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Installing the mount: step 1 

Go watch out YouTube video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ggJgStwunR4&t=6s

Loosen the 
thumb 
knobs

Rotate the 
hooks open

1 2
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ggJgStwunR4&t=6s


Installing the mount: step 2 

1

2

Approach the doorway

Push the front mounting board up against 
the trim of the front of the doorway, so the 
hooks are going through

3 Slide the mount up the trim until the hooks 
are above the top trim in the back of the 
doorway

4 Rotate the hooks closed and lower the 
mount until the hooks are holding the 
doorway mount up
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Installing the mount: step 3 

1

2

Tighten the thumb knobs tight

Keep the thumb knobs tight throughout your 
training session

1

2 Rotate the hooks away from the trim

Uninstalling the mount: 

Loosen the thumb nuts 

3 Carefully lower and remove the doorway mount 28



Warnings, Weight Limit Restrictions, etc: 

● The Doorway Mount’s weight limit is 250 lbs 
○ Please note if your trim is not solid, it could be the limiting factor in the weight limit

● With all doorway pull up bars, and our doorway mount included, explosive pull ups 
create the highest load on your trim, which can cause wear. These should be avoided 
unless you have solid trim and pay attention to any wear these may start to cause. 
Keeping the thumb screws nice and tight will help prevent this. 

● ALWAYS: 
○ Make sure all hardware is secure and tight before using
○ Make sure the hooks solidly hook fully to the trim in the back 
○ Make sure the thumb knobs are TIGHT and remain tight throughout your training session 
○ Inspect and TEST the doorway mount by lightly weighting it first every time you use it to ensure it’s set 

up properly. 
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End of Manual

Email us if you have any questions at all!!! info@frictitiousclimbing.com
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